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String Theory 

 
As tennis players we all have a certain amount of gear that we rely on to get the best 
performance out of ourselves.  We want a racket that feels good in our hands, isn’t too 
light or too heavy and gives us a consistent response.  Our shoes need to be supportive 
but not stiff feeling, have good traction, and allow us to move freely without any spots 
that pinch when stopping hard or changing direction.   But, what is the only piece of 
equipment that makes contact with the ball???  Our strings, of course (ok, we all get a 
few framers now and then but let’s not talk about that).   
 
One of the most overlooked, misunderstood, and vitally important pieces of gear is our 
racket strings. Part of the problem is that there are literally hundreds of options available.  
A quick check on the TennisWarehouse website shows 37 different string companies 
offering dozens of choices each.  Add to that the variables of string gauge (thickness) and 
tension and the options expand exponentially.  No wonder there’s confusion.  So what’s 
the best string, and best tension?  Well, just as there’s no one racket to suit every player 
and no single shoe that will fit everyone just right, the best string and tension for you is a 
subjective and personal choice.  Let’s consider some of the most popular options and 
narrow things down a bit. 
 
String Types 
 
Natural Gut – Made from animal intestine, traditionally preferred by touring pros, very 
expensive, great tension maintenance, lively response, easy on the arm, and decent 
durability.   
 
Multifilament – Made to mimic the construction of natural gut with numerous fibers 
wound together, easy on the arm so great for tennis elbow, below average tension 
maintenance and durability, good power and great feel. 
 
Synthetic Gut – The jack-of-all trades, typically less expensive than multifilament, good 
power and feel but not quite as much as multifilament, good durability, not as soft and 
playable as multi but easier on the arm than polyester.   
 
Polyester (Monofilament) – What most pros use these days, one solid piece of sting 
material, great durability, low power and feel, less resilient than other types of string so 
much harder on the arm, good spin potential and control for players with a very fast 
swing speed, poor tension maintenance.  It’s usually recommended to string polyester 
about 10% lower than other types of string due to its lack of resiliency. 
 
Hybrid – Mixing two types of string in a racket…one for the mains and one for the 
crosses, common set-up amongst touring pros, usually a polyester for one and natural gut 
or multifilament for the other to soften the feel of the poly.   



 
My String Preference and Recommendation 
 
Over the years I’ve tried all different types and brands of string, and although I like some 
characteristics of many of them I always return to my tried and true synthetic gut, Gosen 
OG Sheep Micro 17ga.  It’s very inexpensive, plenty durable and does everything 
well…a true jack-of-all trades.  I’ve been using this string for about 25 years and it just 
works for me in my racket (which I’ve also used for about 25 years).  I’ve tried several 
multifilaments that I like but they either break too quickly or don’t hold their tension long 
enough for me.  I don’t like the feel of polyester strings and neither does my arm, and 
natural gut plays well but is far too expensive for me to use on a regular basis.   
 
For most club players I find a high quality multifilament or good synthetic gut is the best 
choice.  I don’t normally recommend polyester (monofilament) strings because they’re so 
unforgiving and the average player doesn’t have a fast enough swing speed to feel the 
benefits of added control and spin.  If you happen to be a hard hitter and break strings 
often there are some fairly durable synthetic gut options and you can always add string 
savers (plastic inserts that are placed in the sweet spot where the main strings and crosses 
intersect) which will almost double the life of the string, or you could try a hybrid set-up 
with a polyester on the mains to increase durability and a multifilament on the crosses to 
increase feel and reduce the stress on the arm. 
 
String Tension 
 
All rackets come with a recommended tension within about a 10lb range.  I usually 
recommend starting right in the middle of the range unless there’s a good reason to 
adjust.  For example, if a racket comes with a recommended range of 53 – 63lbs a good 
initial tension would be 58lbs.  If, however, you’ve been suffering with tennis elbow and 
need some forgiveness in the string then a lower tension is in order.  It will open up the 
sweet spot a bit and help generate easier power.  If you tend to over hit and send a lot of 
balls long then a higher tension might help control the ball better. 
 
Other Considerations 
 
Most strings are offered in a variety of gauges with 16 and 17 being the most common… 
the higher the number the thinner the string.  The thinner version won’t be quite as 
durable but may give you a bit more spin and have a slightly livelier feel.   
 
A big consideration is how often to have your racket restrung.  While there’s no perfect 
answer I recommend at least 2 or 3 times a year if you’re not breaking strings.  The 
reason being, strings slowly lose their resiliency and tension and go “dead” over time.  It 
happens gradually and you’ll naturally adjust to the feel and not even notice how 
different the strings are playing compared to when they were fresh.  This is the reason 
you’ll see touring pros change rackets several times during a match.  They hit so hard 
their strings will lose quite a bit of tension within a few games or a set.  The racket being 
traded out will have the strings cut out and it’ll be restrung for the next match or practice. 



 
As we’re entering winter it’s worth noting that temperature has a dramatic effect on 
strings and tennis balls.  In colder months the ball won’t maintain it’s compression as 
well and won’t feel as lively, and strings will play tighter than normal.  These factors 
combine to make it tougher to generate power and the ball feeling a bit dead or harsh 
coming off the racket.  This is especially true when playing at night when the temperature 
is dipping into the 40’s.  You can counter this effect somewhat by using new balls as 
often as you can and having your racket freshly strung a few pounds looser during the 
colder months.  And, it’s never a good idea to leave your racket and balls in the car for 
any length of time regardless of the season.  The dramatic changes in temperature 
between day and night will accelerate the process of strings and balls going dead.  
 
If you’d like to consult with me about your current string set-up just let me know…I’m 
happy to help. 
 
 
See you on the courts!!! 
Paul 
 
Paul can be reached at: 
TCRDM 831-688-1144 
Home 831-685-2180 
Email  paul@paulzaretsky.com 
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	


